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A General Transition Modelfor Protocols and
Communication Services
GREGOR V.BOCHMANN
(Invited Paper)

specificationaredistinguished: 1) the local propertieswhichcharacterize
statetransitionandprogramming
language approaches to
the interfacethrough whichthe servicemay be accessed, and 2) the global
verification.
Knowledge
of
the
indicated
references maybe
properties which describethe “end-to-end”communicationcharactefitiaofthe semi@. It is shown how the
specification
method is related
to
useful, but are notnecessary for the
Of these
thegeneral transitionmodel for protocol specification.Verification is sections.
discussed briefly with emphasis on the use of invariant assertions in the
Second, we discuss these issuesby considering, asan exas well as programminglanguageprotocol de- ample, the HDLC classes of procedures.
contextoffinitestate
scriptions.
Third-and this is the main part of the paper in Section111on the
Thediscussedtopics are demonstratedwithexamplesbased
we
describe a method for specifying the communication servHDLC classes procedures
of
andthe X.25 Virtual Circuit data transmission
ice provided bya protocol. While certain aspects of this method
service.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IFFERENTapproaches have been used for theformal
specification and verification of communication protocols.
As explained in another paper of this collection, most of these
approaches use finite state transition diagrams or programs
written is some high-level programming language or both. The
purpose of this paper is threefold.
Manuscript received May 18, 1979; revised December 18, 1979.
Theauthor is with theDepartmentd’Informatiqueetde
Recherche
Op&ationnelle, UniversitB de Montrhl, Montreal, P.Q., Canada, on
leave at the Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305.

are related to our “unified” approach, we believe that most
elements of the method are of general validity and applicability. In fact,themethod
is related to software engineering
methods [ 2 ] for specifying softwaremodules. However, certain elements of our method are specific to protocols due to
their distributed nature.
11. A GENERAL TRANSITION MODEL
For a given communication layer of a distributed computer
system, we assume that the protocol is specified by separate
descriptions for both entities executing the protocol, as shown
in Fig. 1. We explain in this section the main features of a general transition model [ I ]
is based on
transition
~

~

l

l

~

model [3] for pardel programs. We also discuss the relation
of this model
other to
protocol description methods,
and
the
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received : frame-type;

general

s t a t u s : status-type;
unack : sequence-count;
VS :

sequence-count;

buffer
underlying
transmission medium

Fig. 1.

I

Source

data (VS:sequence-count):info-block

A protocol layer within a layered system architecture.

to-send(VS:sequence-count):boolean
VR:sequence-count;

Q
operational

PF-control.bit :

Fig. 3.

(0.. 1 ) ;

1
1

Sink

PrF~~ntrol

Programvariables of HDLC station.

The operation of an entity is defined by the possible state
transitions. These transitions are indicated in thetransition
diagram(see, for example, Fig. 2); however, additional information must be provided. For instance, each transition,
when executed, may change the values of the program variables and interact with the user entity through the upper layer
interface or with the underlying transmission medium through
the lower interface (see Fig. 1). A given transition may only be
executed when its enabling predicate, i.e., a Boolean expresFig. 2. State transition diagrams for the primarylink setup module sion depending on the programvariables,is true. This addiof an HDLC station. (a) Operational procedure which may be distional information may be given in the form of atable, as
continued due to a failure. [The diagram is hierarchically dependent on the operufionul state of diagram (b).] (b) Diagram showing shown in Fig. 4. For example, the _I transition, which sends
the possible failure and restart transitions.
an information (Z) frame to the peer entity, may only be executed when a data block is to be sent and not too many I
frames are unacknowledged. When executed,theaction
of
importance of modularization which may lead to the subthe transition sends an I frame and updates the value of the
division of a given communication layer into several sublayers
send variable VS.
or protocol modules. Without giving the complete definitions
which may be found in the literature, these concepts are ex- B. Relation to Other Description Methods
plained using the HDLC classes of procedures as an example.
It has been pointedout [5] that most protocols contain
The complete HDLC specifications, based on this method,
may be found in [4]. An experience of using these specifica- certain aspects that are naturally described by finite state
tions for the implementation of X.25 link level procedures is (FS) transition diagrams and other aspects that are better described by program variables and executable statements writdescribed in [SJ .
ten in some programming language.The HDLC procedures
provide a typical example. The link setup and disconnection
A . The Description Method
procedure is described relatively completely by the FS transiIn our general transition model, an entity is described by tion diagram of Fig. 2 , whereas the data transfer, exemplified
the set of possible states in which it may be, and the possible by the L and I= transitions given in Fig. 4, essentially involves
state transitions (whichare assumed to exclude one another program variables and statements. Different approaches have
been taken to cope with this situation (see, for example, [ 6 ] ) .
in time). The possible states aregenerally described bytwo
The approach of attempting to write complete descriptions
components:
in the FS model is limited because most protocols are so com1) a finite state transition diagram, and
2) a set of program variables which each may assume cer- plex that the resulting FS descriptions becomes too large to be
useful. However, partial descriptions in the FS model may be
tain values.
very useful. For example, the FS descriptions of X.21 and
The stateoftheentity
is characterized by: 1) atoken
which indicates the active place in the transition diagram, and X.25 are of this kind. We note that even a relatively complete
2) the values of the program variables. As an example, Fig. 2 FS description and analysis [7] of the simple “alternating
shows the transition diagram of an HDLC module which oper- bit” protocol ignores the contents of the exchanged user mesatesthe link setupand disconnection procedure. The state sages. The partial description approach corresponds to keeping
space of a complete HDLC station is defined by this and simi- only the FS transition diagram of our general transition model
lar diagrams (one for each of the modules shown in Fig. 5 ) and (in the case of the HDLC procedures, for example, keeping
Fig. 2 and ignoring Fig. 3 and 4). But it is clear that such a
the program variables shown in Fig. 3.
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Transition

1

predicate
Enabling

Action

Meaning

Primary station:
SXRM
-

UA

PF-control .bit

=

1

send-unnumbered (SXRM)

SXRM i s SNRM o r SARM depending
on t h e mode t o be s e t

;.

&

received.kind = UA

i n i t (source) ;
i n i t( s i n k ) ;
i n i t( t r a n s m i s s i o n )

i n i t i a l i z e t h e source and s i n k
components
;

DISC

-

PF-control .bit

CMDR

received. kind = CMDR

in i t ( transmi ss,ion) ;

S t a t u si n

i n i t (transmission) ;

frame received contained an e r r o r t o be resolvedby a h i g h e r
levelrecoveryprocedureat
Primary

i n i t (transmission) ;

i nc e r t a i ns t a t e s ,t h er e c e p t i o n o f c e r t a i n k i n d o f frames
i s simplyignored(not
shown i n
thetransitiondiagrams

ERROR

=

1

send-unnumbered (DISC) ;

[ invalid-control-field,

invalid-info,
invalid-size,
invalid-NR]
OTHER

-I

I=

...

I

buffer.to-send(VS)
and
VS # (unack + window)
mod modulus
received.kind
and
received.NS=VR

Fig. 4.

=

I

VS := (VS+l) mod modulus ;

when t h e r e i s an I frame t o be
sent,whichlieswithinthe
send
window, send i t

unack := recelved.NR;
VR := VR+l;
i n i t( t r a n s m i s s i o n )

i f I - f r a m e i s i n sequence,
pass d e t a t o u s e r

send-info (VS,VR,buffer.data

Definition of the transitions shown in Fig. 2(a) and of the Iframe receivingl, and sendingL transitions.

description, and a protocol analysis based on it, must be complemented withadditional information.
On the other hand, the FS aspects may be eliminated from
the description of a protocol in the general transition model
by replacing each FS transition diagram, which contains one
token, by a variable which indicates the place of the token in
the diagram, togetherwithappropriateenabling
predicates
and update actions for the transitions. Suchatransformation is straightforward, and is usually performed in order to
obtain an implementation of the protocol.

C.Modularization

(VS));

..

I

*

T

Source

I

Sink

I

"

J

I

y

Most protocols implemented in a given layer of a hierarchiNOTATION:
cal system are so complex that a conceptual subdivision into
several sublayers or functions is very useful. In this case, each
+-+ d i r e c t c o u p l i n g
sublayer or functioncorresponds toa modulewithineach
h i e r a r c h i c a l dependence
entityexecutingthe
protocol. The different modules ofan
- - +update o f shared variable
entity arerelatively independent of one another. In the exFig. 5. Modules of an HDLC primary station and their relation.
ampleswhich wehave considered, i.e., the link level HDLC
procedures [4], the X.25 packet level procedures [8], and the
ML Protocol [9] providing transport and session layer func- and the variable unack of the source module is accessed by the
tions, the following concepts were sufficient to naturally de- sink module when a piggybacked acknowledgment arrives.
Hierarchical Dependence /4J : A module B is hierarchically
scribe the interactions between the modules within oneentity,
and different entities through a layer interface. We note that dependent on a module A if B enters its initial state whenall, except the second concept, are also applicable to FSmodels. ever A enters a particular state, which we call the activating
Complete Independence: Each module is describedby a state for B , and the transitions of B are only possible while A
remains in the activating state. In the example of Fig. 5, hierseparate transition model.
archical dependence is used to describe the fact that the data
Shared Variables: Themodules are independent,except
that the transitions of one module may update the program transfer executed by the source and sink modules is only
variablesof the other module, thus influencing its
behavior. active when the link setup module isin the connected state
Fig. 5 shows a possible modular decomposition of an HDLC (see Fig. 2).
Direct Coupling / 4 ] , / 71 : This concept introduces a strong
primary station. In this example, a shared variable is used to
synchronization
between certain transitions of different modindicate a time-out condition to the P/F-bit control module,

..+
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ules. Two transitions of different modules are directly coupled
if they can only be executed jointly (only when both respective enabling predicates are true). This mechanism may be used
to describe the local interaction of an entity through the upper
layer interface withits useror through the lower interface
with the underlying transmission medium (see Section 111). In
a more general form, where a given transitipn is directly coupled
alternatively to several transitions of the other module, this
concept was also used for describing the interaction between
the PIF-bitcontrol module and theother modules of an
HDLC station [4] , as indicated in Fig. 5. In fact, each sending
and receiving transition of the other modules must be coordinated with a transition of the PIF-bit control module which
checks the validity of the P/F-bit sent or received.

interfacetransition

o f user entity

+‘penrequest
tOpenindlcation

.

+Closerequest
tC1oselndication
closeconfirmation

SXRM starting

indisconnected or
connected state

SXRM starting

inCMDR ezception state

UA starting i n Wait f o r sXRM ack state

DISC startingin connected state
DISC starting in CMDR esception state
UA starting i n Wait f o r DISC ack state

+D(data:info-block)

atransition appending the datu parameter
into the buffer variableofthesource
module

tD(d8ta:info-block)

I= where the data parameter i s equal
to received.data

.

111. SPECIFICATION OF COMMUNICATION SERVICE

.

“penmnfirmatlon

I

coupled transition
of HDLC station (see figures 2 and 4 )

Fai 1

.

failure

The specification of the communication service provided by Fig. 6 . Interface transitions for the HDLClink layer service and their
coupling with the transitions of the service providing HDLC station.
a given protocol layer (see Fig. 1) defines what the user entities
have to know about the protocollayer they use, without being
concerned with the details of the protocol. We distinguish the entity. For example, for the entity using the HDLC link layer
local and the global properties of a communication service. service, we may define the interface transitions given in Fig. 6 .
The local properties of the service are those which characterize We note that the flow control at the interface is automatically
the local interaction of one user entity with an entity provid- present since a pair of directly coupled transitions may only be
ing the service, ignoring what happens at the other end of the executed when the corresponding enabling predicates in both
communication link. Given that we consider a communication entities are true and no other transition is in progress. Paraservice, the local properties leave an important aspect unspeci- meterized transitions may be used for passing value parameters
fied, namely, the relation between what happens at the two
between the two entities, such as the data parameter in the
ends of the communication link. Since the global properties case of the .1Dand .TDtransitions.
2) Abstraction: While the conceptual operationof the interspecify this relation, they may be called the “end-toend”
properties of the communication service. We note that the dis- face may be described by directly coupled transitions, as extinction between local and global properties is not “exclusive” plained above, we discuss in the following three further absince the specification of the global properties of a service usu- stractions which lead to simpler interface descriptions. The
that the user
ally implies (i.e., includes) its local properties. We include in first two abstractions are based onthefact
the following only some simple examples. A complete service entity does not need to (and should not) know the operation
specification along the lines discussed here may be found in of the protocol which provides the service. The same considerations apply also in the general context of software engineer~ 4 1 .
ing for the specification of the service provided by a software
A. Local Properties
module. The last abstraction is particular to the context of
In this subsection, we concentrate on the local properties of communications.
Ignoring the Operation of the Protocol: The order in
a communication service.These properties clearly determine
the local interface through which a user entity accesses the which the interface transitions may be executed by the user
service. The properties may be considered to be the abstract entity is clearly determined by the direct coupling andthe
specification for the local interface, which must be satisfied order in which the transitions of the service providing entity
in each local system. At the end of the section, we comment may be executed. Let us consider the example of the layer
on how this abstract interface may be refined in order to give interface forthe HDLC protocol. We may deduce from the
information in Figs. 6 and 2 that the interface transitions may
rise to a particular interface implementation.
be executed in the order shown in Fig. 7. (Thisdiagramis
I ) A Directly CoupledInterface: We assume thatboth
entities that interact through the interface are described by a obtained from the diagram of Fig.2 by merging the Connected
general transition model, as explained in Section 11.We describe and CMDR exception states, and replacing the transition labels
the interaction between the two entities by direct coupling. according to the table of Fig. 6 . We note that this derivation is
In particular, certain transitions of the service providing entity generally not so simple because the interaction between the
are directly coupled with certain transitions of the user entity. two protocol entitiesmay limit the transition possibilities.)
Combining Interface Transitions into “Service PrimiIf we do not want to specify the operation of the user entity
(which is usually the case), we may simply give a list of infer- tives’’: Continuing with the example above, we see in Fig. 7
face transitions which may be executed by the user entity sub- that certain interface transitions arealways followed by the
ject to some (unspecified) enabling predicates, and which are same next transition. We may therefore combine these transidirectly coupled with transitions of the service providing tions into a single one, thus simplifying the overall transition
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connected

connected

c o n n e c te d

Fig. 8.

tD
LD
Simplified local service interface transition diagram.

KC) may beused to indicate that thenormal linklayer service
tD

Fig. 7.

40

(a)’
Local service interface transition diagram based on Figs. 2(a)
and 6 .

diagram. Adopting the following combinations

tCloseindication
Closeconfirmation

E ?Close

is only available as long as the physical circuit is operutibnd.
Since a Fail interface transitionmay occuranytime in the
operational state, link establishment primitives, for example,
willbe
“interrupted” by a failure whichoccurs
after an
Openreq transitionandbeforethe
corresponding Openconf
transition (seeFig. 7). We say thatthe service primitive is
discontinued. InFig.
8, this possibility is not shown explicitly, but it must be taken into account. We conclude. that
whenever the layer interface description involves some hierarchical dependence, the possibility of discontinuation for the
dependent service primitives must be considered.
Another example ,of discontinuation is given by the virtual
circuit data transmission service where, according to X.25, the
transfer of a complete user sequence (i.e., variable length data
block) between the DTE and the network may beLcinterrupted)7
by a reset or circuit clear.
4 ) Interface Implementation: It is clear that many details
must be added to the abstract interfacespecification sukested
in this section in order to obtain an interface implementation.
However,these det’ils maybechosen
differently for each
local implementation, whereas the abstract interface properties
discussed in this section must be valid for every actual interface. In particular, themechanisms for implementing flow control and the distinction between which entity initiates a service primitive may be implemented in quite differentways. For
instance, the use of message queues between the s e d c e providing entity and its user would be a particular way of implementing the interface.

leads to the interface transition diagram of Fig. 8. We call the
remaining (partially combined) interface transitions sewice
primitives.
I’oring
the Source of Initiation: The symbols “t” and
“4” in the names of the service primitives have been introduced to explicitiy, indicatewhethertheexecution
of the
primitive is initiated by the service providing entity (“?”) or
the user entity (“4”). In the caseof thedata transmission
primitives TD and $D, this distinction is clearly important. In
the caseof the link setup or disconnection primitives, however, this distinction is not always important, in whichcase
one may make abstraction from it. In particular, the diagram
of Fig. 8 does not require this distinction; neither does the
specification of the global properties of the service discussed in
the next section. We therefore drop the symbol “?” or “4” B. Global Properties
whenever this distinction is of no importance.
An interface description, as discussed in Section 111-A, deIf we consider the exchange of parameter values between fines the service primitives and the order in which these primithe interacting entities during the execution of a seriice primi- tives may be executed at alocal interface between a user and a
tive, the situation may become more complicated. In the case serviceproviding entity, Here we concentrate on the global
of a primitive for establishing a virtual circuit through a packet- properties of a-communication service, which are those aspects
switched data network, for example, a distant subscriber ad- that make the serviceuseful for communication. The local
dress parameter value is provided by the initiatingentity, while service interface description for the HDLC protocol, for exa response parameter value is returned by the other entity. In- ample, states that sending and receiving of user data blocks is
dependently of which entity initiates the primitive, this fact possible in the connected state (seeFig. 8). Only the global
may be described by the following notation:
properties state that the first block received at one end is equal
VC-htablishment (+x: distant subscriber address, c y : to the block first sent at the other end.
response code).
The global properties of a communication serviceusually
3 ) Discontinuation of Sentice Primitives: As shown in Fig. 7 have two aspects: 1) restrictions on the order in which the servand 8, theconcept of hierarchical dependence (see Section ice primitives at the two ends of the link
may be executed, and

2 ) restrictions on the possible parameter values exchanged. An
example of the second aspect is given above; an example for
the first aspect is the fact that (usually) the number of possible
receive executions at one end is always smaller or equal to the
number of send executions performedat the other end.
Speaking about the executionorder ofserviceprimitives
at different locations brings up the problem of how such an
order can actually be observedor enforced. We assume, for
the present purposes, thatthe executionorder at different
locations can bedetermined bysome hypothetical observer
or with sufficiently well synchronized real time clocks.
We use the following notation. Given two service primitives
A and B, “A * B” means that the beginning ofthe execution
of A is earlier (in real time) than the end of the execution o f B
(that is, there may bea causal influence of A on B).The
notation “A 0 B” means that A * B and A B holds (that is,
there is some instant (in real time) when both service primitives are in progress).We say that A and Bare simultaneous.
For many purposes, instead
ofconsidering the execution
order to be defined in respect to the real time, it may be adequate to consider that the executionorderdefined
by the
global properties of the sekice determine some partial order of
events which represents some“logical time” asdiscussedby
Lamport [ 101.
A Possible Notation: A possible notation for specifying
the global properties of a communication service are production rules of a particular form. We adopt the usual convention
of writingthenonterminalsymbols
in brackets (. ..), and
writing the possible productions after thesymbol ‘“::=”.
Each production is defined in terms of (possibly other) nonterminalsandterminalswhich
are written in the form {$}.
X and Y are sequences of service primitives which describe a
possible pair of correspondingexecutionsequences
atthe
respective ends of the communication link.
As an example, Fig. 9 contains a possible specification of
the global properties of an HDLC link layer service. Rule 2 , for
instance, states that an(Open Sequence) consistsof Open
primitives executed simultaneously at both ends of the communication link followed by a (Data Sequence) with possibly
further repetitions. The (Data sequences) are defined by rules
3 and 4, and rule 1 defines the possibleglobal execution
sequences which consist of a repetition of an (Open Sequence)
followed by a pair of simultaneous Close primitives executed
at the two ends of the link. (We note that the rules of Fig. 9
imply the “local” transition rules given in Fig. 8 which apply
separately at each end of the communication link.)
Restrictions on the possible parameter values may be stated
for each of the production rules. In the case of Fig. 9, the only
parameters exchanged are the user data sent and received (see
rule 4 of Fig. 9). In the case of the establishment of a virtual
circuit, using the serviceprimitivegiven
in Section III-A2),
the followingrule may apply:

(VC Open) :: =

VC-Establishment(x, y )

I

VC-Establishment(x’, y ‘ )

where y = y ’ , x = subscriber address of the entity executing

( 1<) L i n k

Seq> ::= empty
::=<Link Seq>

( 2 ) <Open Seq > ::=

1:E:\

<Open Seq>

<Data Seq >

::=<Open Seq >

( 3 ) <DataSeq>::=<Fifo
Seq 1 2 > 1
I < F i f o Seq 21 > , i . e . a r b i t r a r y
i n t e r l e a v i n go fd a t at r a n s f e ri nb o t hd i r e c t i o n s

ltC$xi)
where

cm<

0

tdxi)
n

t

and

for i

x . = x;

(5)

... ... &D(xn)
... tD(x$)

bD(x1)
&D(xp)

( 4 ) <Fife Seq 1 2 > ::=

= 1,2,

< F i f o Seq 2 1 > ::=

...( s i m i l a r l y )

Di s c o n ti n u a ti o nd u e

to a failure:

...m
Theexecutionsequencesdefined

above for e n t i t y 1 and e n t i t y 2
may b e“ i n te r r u p te d “b y

a l o c a l Fail t r a n s i t i o n , such t h a t

t h el a s tp r i m i t i v ee x e c u t e d

If A * B

byan

e n t i t y may bediscontinued.

holdsbetweenexecutions

o f two s e r v i c ep r i m i t i v e s

t h ef o l l o w i n gi st r u e :
f a i l u r ei m p l i e st h a t

Fig. 9.

A i s completelysuppressedduetothe

B i sd i s c o n ti n u e do rc o m p l e te l ys u p p r e ssed.

Global properties of the link layer communication service.

the “lower” part, and x‘ = subscriber address of the entity
executing the “upper” part.

C Elements for a Communication Service Specification
We conclude from the foregoing discussion that the specification of a communication service for a given protocol layer
should contain thefollowing elements.
1) An informal explanation of the service provided and the
functions included in the layer: this part isgiven in natural
language. It should give an overall understanding of the purpose and operation of the layer.
2 ) A list ofserviceprimitivesavailable
at the layer interface: this parts describes precisely each of
the service primitives individually.
3) Local properties determining in which order the service
primitives may be executed at one end of the communication
link without regard to the other end.
4) Global properties relating the execution order and exchanged parameter values at both ends of the communication
link: this is the essential part of the service specification.
5j Grade of service considerations: they specify quantitative properties such as throughput, delay, etc., and also indicate in which situations and with which probabilities certain
malfunctions, such as undetected errors and failures, may occur. (In contrast to this, points 2)-4) above concentrate on
qualitative properties of the service which are always satisfied.)
We believe that anycommunication service specification
that doesnotcontaintheequivalentoftheelements
2)-5)
must be considered incomplete. Elements 2)-4) are discussed
in the foregoing sections. We believe that formalmethods,
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similar to those described here, may be useful for specifying
these elements in a more precise manner.

states of entity 1 and entity 2, respectively, then the assertion
s1 = ai implies s2 is an element of Adj (ai)

IV. PROTOCOL VERIFICATION

’

’

Instead of giving a review of protocol verification (which
may be found elsewhere [6]) or describing any particular approach to verification, we give in the following some remarks
whichshow the relation of the previous sections with the
problems of protocol verification, and which showalso, we
hope, that many approaches to verification are basically very
4:
*A$
simple.

A . What Should be Verified?

holds for every possible state ai. This is not surprising since the
defiriiti2.p of “adjoint state,” roughly speaking, is as follows.
The adpint states Ad&) of a given state ai are those states of
entity 2 in which entity 2 may possibly be when entity 1 is in
state ai.
Another example is thedetection of incompletenessor
overspecifications as described byZafiropulo et al. (see, for example, [ 121). Their main idea is as follows. Given anFS protocol definition, an invariant assertion of the following form is
derived for each possible state ai(i = 1,2, n) of entity 1:
-e,

The term “p;otocol verification” usually means to ascertain
that the entities executing a given protocol together with the
underlying transmission medium (see Fig. 1) actually provide
the specified communication service to the user entities in the
layer above. It is therefore necessary to determine the service
actually provided (based on the specification of the underlying
transmission service and the definition of the communicating
entities) and compare it with the communication service specified. Let usassume that we want to verify that the service
actually provided is equal to the service specified. The proof
may bedivided into twoparts.
1) Partial correctness: to show that every execution sequence of service primitives (at both ends of the communication link, and including specific parameter values) that is actuallypossiblesatisfies the constraints imposed by the service
specification.
2) Effective progress: to show that every execution sequence
of service primitives that satisfies the service specifications is
actually possible, and that no situations of deadlock or starvation or infinite loops withoutprogress exist.
B. Various Kinds of Assertions
The use of “assertions” is a well-known technique for the
verification of sequential programs and has been extended for
use with parallelprograms.Similar techniques also apply to
the verification of protocols. The basic idea consists of defining an invariant assertion, or briefly “invariant,”i.e., a Boolean
expression depending on the state of the system which is always true (i.e., as iong as no state transition is in progress).
Since this technique was developed for verifying programs, it
seems natural to use it for verifying protocols that are defined
in terms of program variables and executed statements. In this
case, the invariants typically involve the program variables of
both entities and thestate of theunderlying transmission
medium (i.e., the “messages” in transit) [ 5 ] , [l 11.
It is interesting tonotethat
certain approaches tothe
verification of protocols basedofFS description techniques
may be shown to be based on a particular form of invariant
assertions. Forexample, the equations given in [7] for the
“adjoint states’’of aprotocol are such thatthe following
assertions arealways true when the underlying mediumis
empty (i.e., no “message” in transit). If ai(i = 1 , 2, -, n) are
the possible states for entity 1 , and s1 and s2 are the actual

si = ai implies the messages ... may now be received by
the entity 1, but no othermessages.
Given such assertions, it is easy to check whether the definition of entity 1 includes all necessary receiving transitions and
no unnecessary ones. It is sufficient to verify, for any given
state ai, that the definition foresees the handling of exactly
those receivedmessages which are mentioned in the corresponding assertion.
In the case of a protocol definition in terms of the general
transition model described in Section I1 where the state of an
entity is defined by an FS transition diagram and certain programvariables, invariant assertions are in generalof the following form:

s1

= ai and s2 = bi

implies Assertionii

where ai and bi are possible states of the entities 1 and 2, respectively, and Assertionij is a Boolean expression depending
on the program variables of both entities and possibly also on
the state of the underlyingtransmission medium [ 131.
As an example, wegive the following invariant assertion
which may be derived from the definitions of the HDLC procedures given in the Figs.2-4and the assumption that each
frame received without error notification is an exact copy of
a framesent by the other entity.
s1 = connected and s2 = connected implies

entity2.received.kind

= Z and

entity2.received.NS = entity2.VR
implies

entity2.received.data =
entity1 .buffer.data (entity2.VR)

This assertion is important for the verification of correct data
transfer of the HDLC procedures. It specifies conditions under
which a data block received by entity 2 is equal to the corresponding data block in the buffer ofentity 1. Given the definitions of the service primitives J.D and tD (see Fig..6) and the
transition I= (see Fig. 4), this invariant assures that the data

blocks received‘bythe user from entity 2 are the same as those scribed in Section 11, namely, “state transitions“ and “program
submitted by the user to entity 1. This is what rule 4 of the variables.”
service specification in Fig. 9 postulates.
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